
        

 

 

ProfiLux Garden LED RGB 

For colourful sea of light that can be easily controlled via app 

    

The robust IP 68 spotlight ProfiLux Garden LED RGB with patented OASE 

underwater connection technology can be can be conveniently controlled via 

app without any programming effort whatsoever, with the aid of the Inscenio 

FM-Master WLAN EGC – and thus without complication ensures full colour 

variety of RGB light effects in pond and garden. Thanks to 24 V DC low-

voltage even use in swim pond is safe, and spotlight, controller, as well as 

cables are suitable for continuous underwater use to a water depth of four 

meters. Each controller can be flexibly extended to four spotlights, and in 

addition is compatible with the lights of the Fountain Technology product 

range. Moreover, the ProfiLux Garden LED RGB is also available as a 

floating fountain illumination set for the PondJet Eco floating fountain, with 

three spotlights.   

 (OASE) 

 

OASE ProfiLux Garden LED RGB  

OASE ProfiLux Garden LED RGB (item 42638)      RRP €149.99 

OASE floating fountain illumination set RGB (item 42641)         RRP €899.99 

OASE ProfiLux Garden LED Controller (item 42639)  RRP €249.99 

OASE ProfiLux Garden LED cable 7.5 m (item 42640)              RRP €74.99 

 

   

  

   



                                  

 

 

Easy to control via App: ProfiLux Garden LED RGB. (Image: OASE GmbH) 

 

 

 



                                  

 

     

For a colourful garden: ProfiLux Garden LED RGB spotlight   

(Image: OASE GmbH). 



                                  

 

 

 

Modern, controllable floating fountain illumination: ProfiLux LED RGB. 

(Image: OASE GmbH) 

 



                                  

 
More information on www.oase-livingwater.com  

               

Founded in Germany in 1949, OASE is one of the world´s leading 

brands in the water garden industry. Our innovative and high quality 

products fulfil wishes of ambitious garden and pond enthusiasts as well 

as requirements of landscaping professionals at the highest level. 

OASE drainage and irrigation pumps offer powerful, reliable  

technology for various applications around the house and garden.  

OASE’s experience and unique know-how is evident in every product.  

Experience the robust power “engineered in Germany” and the  

custom-tailored service offered by OASE. OASE Living Water. 
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